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New Nanoscale Human Angiogenesis Assay

Top: Optical image of highly uniform angiogenesis antibody features in one nanoscale sub-array. Bottom: Fluorescent image showing ultrasensitive Nanoink assay results using 111 pg/ml of recombinant human antigen.

Easily Detect Low-Abundance Proteins

Until now, detecting low-abundance angiogenesis proteins has been difficult. Nanoink’s revolutionary nanoarray technology overcomes the hurdles of conventional platforms, giving you assay sensitivity in the 100 femtograms/ml range. With the nanoscale Human Angiogenesis Assay, you can simultaneously evaluate ANG, EGF, FGF, G-CSF, HGF, IL8, Leptin, PIGF, VEGF, and HB-EGF within 6 hours. And the ultra low sample requirements of this miniaturized immunoassay decrease reagent costs and conserve precious sample.

Experience the power of nanoscale. Take advantage of the Human Angiogenesis Assay special introductory price of $250 now.

Find out more at: www.nanoink.net/nanobio | 847-679-3432.
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The EPMA Journal was created by the European Association for Predictive, Preventive & Personalised Medicine to provide an intelligent overview of top-level scientific developments in Laboratory medicine and potential practical applications. These can potentially improve current healthcare systems around the world, using a patient-personalised approach to shift from curative to predictive and preventive paradigms in personalised patient treatment.

The journal is designed to highlight worldwide progress in emerging discipline of Predictive, Preventive & Personalised Medicine. For this purpose, the journal provides up-to-the-minute updates on innovative predictive diagnostic technologies, targeted preventive measures and individualised therapeutic approaches in prevention and treatment of common human pathologies.
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